Abstract
Introduction
In 1994 Martin [11] has introduced a series of metrics pertaining to quality of software architectures. The summary metrics, known as the normalised distance from the main sequence, denoted D n and ranging between 0 and 1, measures balance between abstractness and stability of a package. Imbalance between abstractness and stability is considered to be undesirable as it impedes changeability of the package or is indicative of its uselessness. Therefore, D n can be used to comprehend which packages of the system are well-designed and which are not. Recently D n has been reported as being considered by experts as one of the most important criteria in determining complexity of applications [1] . In depth analysis carried out in [6] showed that the package with high D n value is problematic from modifiability and reusability perspectives. Stability of the D n metrics has been recently assessed in [20] .
While the original notion of Martin was intended as the quality measure of an individual package, we address a more common problem of assessing quality of the entire system architecture. In fact, Martin [11] hinted at the possibilities of such analysis by suggesting to calculate an average value of D n . With respect to D n analysis our contributions are threefold.
• To assess system architecture [9, 10] average D n over all packages of the system. Interpreting the value obtained is, however, a challenging task as benchmarks are missing. Our first contribution (Section 3.2) is thus, creating the frame of reference for the average D n by calculating the average normalised distance from the main sequence for a large number of systems.
• It is well-known that average values do not provide sufficient insight in the actual distribution of values. Indeed, the average value does not tell us anything about presence of outliers. Therefore, more advanced statistical techniques are necessary. Our second contribution (Section 3.3) consists in presenting a statistical model for the distribution of D n in real-world systems. Based on the model one can predict the percentage of packages with the D n value exceeding a given threshold. If the expected value is significantly lower than the observed percentage of packages with the D n value exceeding the threshold, the assessor can conclude that the system architecture scores worse than those of comparable systems.
• Finally (Section 4), we investigate how software evolution is reflected by the average D n and by the statistical model developed. This study constitutes our third contribution.
Furthermore, our paper contributes to the broad field of metrics-based architecture assessment by suggesting to shift the attention focus from calculating averages to studying distributions. Indeed, the approach developed in Section 3.3 goes beyond the study of D n , and can be advantageous for any software metrics, e.g., the object-oriented software metrics introduced in [4] .
To conduct our study we have chosen to focus on Java Open Source systems. Availability of the source code makes Open Source systems an ideal candidate for statistical analysis of metrics. A well-known Open Source software repository sourceforge counts more than 7000 Java projects, and Java is anno 2009 still the highest-ranked programming language according to the TIOBE Programming Community Index [19] .
Reminder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we review different definitions of the metrics related to D n . Sections 3 and 4 are dedicated to architecture assessment: we start by describing the Java Open Source systems selected as the code base and then proceed with presenting the contributions mentioned above. Section 5 discusses possible threats to validity of our results and the ways we countered them. Finally, Section 6 reviews possible directions for future work and concludes.
Distance from the main sequence
In this section we recall the basic notions pertaining to the quality of the architecture of software systems as introduced by Martin in [11] . We start by recapitulating a number of auxiliary metrics and then formally introduce the normalised distance from the main sequence D n .
Recall that Java systems consist of packages. The Martin Metrics are functions from the set of packages P to Q. In their turn, packages consist of classes. Some of the classes can be denoted as abstract. Abstractness of a package p ∈ P is the ratio of the number of abstract classes in p and the total number of classes in p. Formally,
, where #S denotes the cardinality of a set S. If A(p) = 0 then p is completely concrete, i.e., it does not contain any abstract classes. If A(p) = 1 then p is completely abstract, i.e., all it classes are abstract. [11] introduces afferent coupling C a (p) and efferent coupling C e (p) as measures of dependence of other packages on p and of dependence of p on other packages, respectively. Since 1994 when the pioneering work of Martin [11] has appeared, the notions of afferent and efferent coupling became popular, which, unfortunately, led to conflicting definitions:
(A) In the original paper [11] as well as in Chapter 28 of [13] afferent coupling C a (p) is defined as the num- 
This definition has been also applied in [9, 10, 16] .
(B) In [12] as well as in Chapter 30 of [13] C e (p) is defined as the number of classes in other components that the classes in p depend on. Formally,
Afferent couplings C a are defined as in [11] . This definition is also followed, e.g. in [3] and implemented in such tools as STAN4J [15] and Dependency Finder [18] .
(C) Finally, JDepend [5] implements metrics based on packages rather than classes: C a (p) and C e (p) are, respectively, defined as the number of other packages that depend upon classes within p and the number of other packages that the classes within p depend upon. Formally,
This view is shared, e.g., by [6] . Figure 1) . [12] introduces the notions of "zone of pain" and "zone of uselessness" as areas close to A = 0, I = 0 and Keeping in mind the original goal of architecture assessment as a whole as opposed to quality of individual packages, we tend to prefer the approaches (B) and (C) above the approach (A). First of all, examples discussed in [13] seem to suggest (B) rather than (A). Second, approaches (B) and (C) make C e to an object-oriented counterpart of the traditional notion of fan-out for procedural languages [7] . Finally, these are, to the best of our knowledge, the only approaches supported by readily available tools.
In this paper we have chosen to restrict our attention solely to approach (C). Performing similar analyses based on the approach (B) is considered as a future work.
Architecture assessment
In this paper we study the ways to assess quality of the system architecture based on D n . We start by presenting the code base used for the evaluation and then proceed with discussing different assessment techniques and their applications to the code base.
Code Base
Our evaluation has been based upon a set of twenty-one Open Source Java systems.
With the notable exception of AProVE, available from http://aprove.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/ all other systems we have analysed can be found on http://sourceforge.net/projects/ followed by the system name. For each one of the systems we have considered its most recent version.
To ensure validity of the results we collected systems belonging to different software domains such as J2EE (Hibernate, JAFFA, JBoss, Spring), entertainment (blue, MegaMek, projectB, VASSAL, VRJuggler), webapplication development tools (Flexive, wicket, ZK), machine learning (RapidMiner, Weka), web-documentation (XWiki), reporting (JasperReports), code analysis (RE-CODER, AProVE), scientific computing (cdk), file sharing (Azureus/Vuse) and a database management system (dbXML). Moreover, we took special care to include systems of various age, size and development status:
• For the sourceforge projects we considered the registration year as an indication of the project age, for AProVE we have contacted the developers directly.
• Size is assessed by counting the number of packages developed for the system, i.e., by subtracting the number of third-party packages from the total number of packages. To ensure validity of the results we required the systems in the code base to count at least thirty packages not including third-party packages.
• Development status is provided by the system developers and can be one or more of: planning, pre-alpha, alpha, beta, production/stable, mature, inactive. As multiple development statuses can be indicated by the developers, we have taken the highest one. As we are interested in assessing architecture, we focus on stable and mature systems, assuming that the architecture of these systems has converged. For the sake of completeness, however, we also included systems with different development status. We did not consider systems at the planning or pre-alpha stage as such systems usually either have yet to release files for download, or their architecture is subject to significant amount of change in the future. 
Average
Computing the average value of a collection of numbers is, probably, one of the most commonly used methods to evaluate the collection. Definition of D n implies that in the ideal caseD n should be zero.
We have calculated the average value of D n for all systems concerned. It turned out thatD n ranges for our code base from 0.150 to 0.251 (exact values can be found in Table 3 ). The hypothesis that the values are normally distributed cannot be rejected (Shapiro-Wilk normality test W = 0.9726, p-value = 0.7907).
Looking at theD n values obtained for our code base we observe that the real-world systems are quite far from the ideal case whereD n = 0. We still can use the range we have obtained forD n as means to assess quality of system architecture. While relying solely on this value would be foolhardy,D n significantly exceeding 0.25 still might be considered as hinting at a problematic architecture. Clearly, for this interpretation to be valid the system being analysed should be comparable with the systems in the code base. We stress that whileD n significantly exceeding 0.25 can be used as an alert, the opposite should not hold:D n can be close to zero but the system still may contain problematic packages. To gain better understanding of how the D n values are distributed more advanced statistical techniques are necessary.
Distribution of D n
As mentioned above, average values do not provide sufficient information about the actual distribution of the D n values across the packages. An alternative approach would be to assess distribution by means of one of the statistical deviation values, e.g., the standard deviation. One might, however, expect the distribution of D n to be highly asymmetric making standard deviation ill-suited for the distribution assessment: many packages can be expected to be both completely concrete (A = 0) and completely instable (I = 1). Our study, summarised in Table 4 , confirmed this expectation: the "A = 0, I = 1" case amounts on average, for 12.6% of the packages.
Therefore, we have tried to estimate the probability density function for the distribution of D n . To this end we first had to conjecture to what family of distributions would our distribution belong, and then to estimate the coefficients. Strictly speaking it would have been possible that every system in the code base gave rise to a distribution from a different family. However, we are going to see that this turned out not to be the case. Investigating several projects from the code base we have encountered essentially a similar picture: the distribution was close to exponential.
We base our conjecture on a histogram, constructed for Looking at the histogram we conjecture that D n is distributed almost exponentially, i.e., its probability density function is similar to λe −λx . Observe, however, that our distribution is not exactly exponential, as its support is [0; 1] rather than [0; ∞), i.e., f (x)dx = 1 should hold for the probability density function f . Since
−λ we divide λe −λx by 1 − e −λ and look for the value of λ such that
fits the D n values measured "best". In order to estimate the best fitting value of λ we use the maximum-likelihood fitting. Log-likelihood is optimised with the Nelder-Mead method [14] . Application of maximum-likelihood fitting requires the user to provide starting values for the distribution parameters, λ in our case. To this end we find the best fitting value λ 0 for the exponential distribution and then divide it by 1 − e −λ0 . Summarising the previous discussion for each one of the systems in the code base we Figure 2 . By substituting the class middles to the fitted model we obtain the expected values, while as the observed values we use the densities from the histogram. Second, we compare X 2 with the χ 2 distribution for the corresponding number of degrees of freedom. The number of degrees of freedom in our case is 8: indeed, once the density values for eight bins are known, the density values for the remaining two can be calculated based on X 2 and the fact that the total area under the histogram equals 1. Table 5 presents the fitted models: the estimated λ, X 2 and the probability of the observations, i.e., p = P (X 2 ≥ χ 2 ). Conventional criteria for statistical significance demand p to exceed 0.05, threshold easily topped by all systems in the code base.
The λ values presented in Table 5 are normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk normality test W = 0.9628, p = 0.5752) with the mean μ λ ≈ 4.784 and standard deviance σ λ ≈ 0.833.
Higher values of λ mean "sharper" peaks and "thinner" tails. Hence, given a new system one can repeat the procedure above and compare the values obtained with μ λ or those in Table 5 . However, "sharper" peaks and "thinner" tails will result in smaller averages, i.e., one can expect strong disagreement betweenD n and λ. Instead of analysing the shape of the distribution curve we propose to estimate excessively high D n values. The power of the approach developed consists of our ability to predict the number of packages belonging to "zones of pain and uselessness". Let z be the threshold such that a package belongs to one of the zones if D n ≥ z. Then we need to estimate P (D n ≥ z). Table 6 . Expected percentage of packages in zones of pain and uselessness
Based on this calculation Table 6 summarises the expected percentage of packages belonging to zones of pain or uselessness in function of the threshold value, on one hand, and the λ value on the other. With "better" we indicate the percentage of systems with λ exceeding the one given in the "Coeff." column as follows from the normal distribution. 
D n of evolving systems
In Section 3 we have applied D n to assess architecture of software systems. Architecture is, however, well-known to be a dynamic object evolving along the time. In this section we, therefore, change our code base and consider different versions of the same system. 3.0, 3.0.5, 3.1, 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.2.0 cr2, 3.2.0 cr3, 3.2.0  cr4, 3.2.4, 3.2.5, 3.2.6, 3.3.0 cr1, 3.3.0 cr2, 3.3.0 ga, 3.3.0  sp1, 3.3.1 ga) . For each one of the versions we have calculatedD n and λ as described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Figure 3 presents the evolution ofDn. We observe decrease inDn from version 3.2.5 till version 4.0.0, peak at version 4.0.2, decrease till version 4.2.2 GA, slight increase to 4.2.3 GA and an additional peak at version 5.0.0 GA (the rightmost point on Figure 3 ). While decreases within one major release can be explained as the ongoing process of improving the system, peaks demand a more serious inspection. To this end we have consulted the change log of the JBoss application server 1 and counted the number of change log entries per version. We observed that the two peaks correspond to the two highest numbers of feature requests sub- We do not consider evolution of λ due to its strong disagreement withD n . Figure 4 shows the evolution of X 2 . In general, the graph shows a clear decreasing trend: more recent versions are closer to the fitted model than the older ones. This, however, should be attributed to significant increase in the number of packages: while JBoss version 3.2.5 contained 263 non-third party packages, version 5.0.0 GA contained already 1244 non-third packages. We have also observed very significant strong disagreement between the number of packages and the X 2 value: Kendall's τ = −0.84 (p = 0.00016). No such disagreement was observed for the code base of Section 3 consisting of different systems (τ = −0.392, p = 0.013). We discuss the importance of this observation in Section 4.3. Figure 5 represents the evolution ofD n for Hibernate. Similarly to JBoss we observe thatD n usually increases immediately before (e.g., from 3.1.3 to 3.2.0 cr2) or after (e.g., from 3.0 to 3.0.5) the major release. As above decreases inD n can be explained as resulting from the architecture improvement. Unlike JBoss the number of feature requests per version was limited and never exceeded 4. Still, the peaks at versions 3.0.5 and 3.2.0 cr3 correspond to relatively high numbers of feature requests (3 and 4, respectively) as recorded in the change log 2 . 
JBoss

Hibernate
Summary
In this section we have seen that the approaches developed in Section 3 can also be applied for study of software architecture evolution. For both benchmarks considered D n exhibited a typical "decrease-peak-decrease" pattern with decreases corresponding to software improvement, and peaks-to incorporation of new functionality as the consequence of multiple feature requests. Recall that whileD n may be imprecise for assessing a specific version of the software architecture (and therefore the approach of Section 3.3 should be preferred), it still provides useful insights in evolution of the architecture.
We did not apply λ for evolution assessment due to its strong disagreement withD n . In other words, any conclusions based on λ can also be made based onD n , which is much easier to compute.
Unlike λ the second characteristics of the fitted model, X 2 is of interest for study of evolving systems. We have Figure 6 . X 2 for Hibernate observed significant string disagreement between X 2 and the number of packages in both cases. We conjecture that presence of this disagreement may be indicative of the system convergent to a stable state.
Validity of the results
Validity of statistical results can be threatened in many ways. External validity concerns the degree to which we are able to generalise the results obtained to other software systems. To ensure external validity we have paid special attention to selection of the code base, described in Section 3.1. The resulting code base included software systems of different domains, ages and sizes. While our focus was on stable or mature software we also included systems labelled by different developments status. We further restricted our attention to Java Open Source software systems, and required the systems in the code base to count at least thirty packages not including third-party packages. Therefore, we expect our results to be valid for Java Open Source software systems as a whole. We conjecture that D n values will be distributed exponentially also for proprietary or non-Java object oriented software, but verification of this conjecture goes beyond our current research.
Internal validity imposes demands on the experiment itself and concerns the degree to which the dependent variable was influenced by the independent variable and not by some extraneous variable. Often time (or history) become such an extraneous variable. To eliminate potential dependence on time we have chosen only one version from each system in Section 3, while in Section 4 we have considered history explicitly.
Conclusions
In this paper we have studied architecture assessment of Java Open Source software systems by means of the normalised distance from the main sequence D n and related metrics. Our contributions with respect to D n are threefold. First, we have created a frame of reference forD n . We stress that whileD n significantly exceeding the 0.25 can be considered as hinting at the problematic architecture, it would be foolhardy to takeD n ≤ 0.25 as an indication of good design. Therefore, we have developed a statistical model providing for a more precise architectural assessment, that constituted our second contribution. Based on this model we can predict the percentage of packages with D n exceeding a given threshold value. Comparing the values expected with those observed allows the assessor to conclude whether the system under assessment scores better or worse than a given percentage of comparable systems. We have successfully applied both methods to assess quality of the architecture of a test system ("Dresden OCL2 for Eclipse"). Our third contribution consists in applying the same approaches to two evolutionary benchmarks. We have seen that whileD n may be imprecise for assessing a specific version of the software architecture (and therefore the approach of Section 3.3 should be preferred), it still provides useful insights in evolution of the architecture. In some cases we have also observed statistically significant strong disagreement between the number of packages and X 2 . We conjecture that presence of such disagreement can be indicative of the system architecture converging to a stable state.
Going beyond the specifics of D n we stress that studying distribution of a software metrics rather than their averages can be advantageous for any software metrics. Indeed, average values do not provide sufficient information about the actual distribution of the metrics values across the artefacts. Assessing distribution by means of one of the statistical deviation values, e.g., the standard deviation, should be considered as one of the alternatives. However, the metrics are usually distributed in a highly asymmetric way [2, 8] making standard deviation ill-suited for the distribution assessment. Therefore, one should estimate the probability density function for the distribution of the metrics being studied. To this end approaches similar to one taken in Section 3.3 can be beneficial.
We consider a number of possibilities as the future work. Three major directions one would like to pursue are considering different interpretations of D, evaluating the metrics proposed in a broader context, and evaluating the distribution estimation methodology by applying it to additional metrics.
As already suggested in Section 2 the experiments should be repeated for the (B) interpretation of efferent and afferent couplings. Moreover, rather than considering D n = |A + I − 1| one might consider D = A + I − 1. Using D makes one capable of distinguishing between the "zone of pain" and the "zone of uselessness". Since D ranges over [−1; 1] a different statistical model will be required to predict the percentage of packages in each one of the zones.
Further, we plan to extend our work on D n -based approaches to software evolution by considering additional software systems. A related topic consists in investigating possible correlation betweenD n , λ or X 2 , and the version number or the number of change log entries of different types (e.g., feature requests, bugs and improvements) or importance (crucial, major, minor, trivial). This line of work is, however, inherently challenged by the subjectivity of version numbering policy and log entree classification, respectively. One should also conduct a similar study of commercial software and compare the results obtained with those presented in this paper.
Finally, evaluating distributions of additional classes of metrics, e.g., the Chidamber-Kemerer's metrics [4] , similarly to our approach in Section 3.3 should provide additional insights both in the metrics being evaluated and in the approach used for the evaluation.
